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Resume 
Dans la presente etude, on montre que I'etroite bande de rayonnement 

quasi-continu Bmise entre 40 et 100 A par le plasma d'elements lourds 
(Z>50) dans des conditions fort differentes (plasma cr& par laser, 
6tincelle sous vide, ou Tokarnak) provient du melange d'un grand nombre de 
raies correspondant aux transitions A n=O, n=4. Les calculs des faisceaux 
de transitions non rdsolues (UTA) montrent, en effet, que pour pres de 
vingt degr6s d'ionisation cons6cutifs, les transitions de resonance sont 
6mises dans un domaine tres dtroit de longueurs d'onde. Les calculs, 
prksentes ici pour le cas de I'or et du tungstene ont ete effectues 21 I'aide 
de nouvelles formules UTA qui incluent les effets de melange de 
configurations. Cette 6tude permet I'extension des resultats obtenus 
pr6cddemment pour les terres rares. 

Abstract 
The spectra of heavy elements (Z > 50) observed in laser-produced 

plasmas, vacuum sparks and Tokamaks are characterized by a strong 
quasi-continuum band emitted in the 40-100A range. This band originates 
from the blending of a great number of lines emitted in the An=O, n=4 
transitions. Indeed, the Unresolved Transition Array (UTA) computations 
show that for about twenty adjacent ionization states, the mean 
wavelength of the main resonance transitions remains in a very small 
wavelength range. The results of these computations are given here for 
tungsten and gold. The computations rely on new UTA formulae which 
include the effect of configuration mixing. This work extends the previous 
results obtained for the rare-earths spectra. 

I. Introduction 
Spectra of heavy elements (Z > 50) observed in laser-produced 

plasmas [I] and vacuum spark [2] or emitted by intrinsic [3,4] or injected 
[5,6] impurities in Tokamak plasmas are characterized in particular by a 
strong quasi-continuum band in the 40-IOOA range. This band originates 
from the blending of hundreds or thousands of spectral lines corresponding 
to 4-4 transitions between complex configurations in many ionization 
stages of the element involved. In order to interpret these bands, one has 
to compute the wavelength of the resonance transitions (or the mean 
wavelength in the case of complex arrays) in the different ionization 
stages involved. So far, due to the complexity of the calculations, this has 
been done only for W XXXlll to W XXXVll [3] and for W XXVlll 171, and for the 
relatively simple Rhl- (ground state 4d9), Rul- (4d8), Srl- (4d2) and 
Rbl-like (4d1) isoelectronic sequences in the rare-earths [2]. 
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II. Theory 
Mean wavelength of complex transition arrays can be computed in a 

relatively simple manner using the UTA (Unresolved Transition Array) 
model 181. This model gives the average and the variance of the 
line-strength weighted distribution of transition energies from which one 
can infer the mean wavelength and width of the spectral distribution of 
the lines (see ref. 2). Moreover, a method for handling configuration mixing 
in the framework of the UTA model has been recently developed [9]. This 
mixing is particularly important for the 4p64dn-[4p54dn+I+4p64d"-'4f] 
transitions [2]. In the rare earths case, it has been shown [2] that this 
mixing causes a quenching of the long wavelength transitions, leading to a 
narrowing of the spectral width of the band for each ion, and moreover to a 
superposition of these bands for many ionization stages, from n = I to 9, in 
agreement with the observed narrow bands. 

I I I. Tungsten spectra 
Computations of resonance transitions have been performed for W 

XXlV to W XXXXIV, using the UTA method for the complex transitions, and 
individual energy level ab-initio computations based on RELAC code [lo] for 
the simpler sequences. 

The ground state of W XXlV to W XXVlll is 4dI04fn (n = 5 to I) and the 
resonance transition is 4dI04f"-4d94fw! In this kind of transitions, the 
isolated configuration approximation is valid [Ill. Thus,the simple UTA 
formula was used. In the Agl-like sequence (n=l), the results compare well 
with the published computations [7]. 

For W XXX to XXXVIII, the ground configuration is 4p64dn (n=9 to I). 
The resonance transition is 4p64dn-[4p64d"--'4f+4p54dn+1]. As pointed out by 
Cowan [12], the 4.p64dn-4p54dn+' transition is split due to the 4p spin orbit 
integral, and the 4dn-4dn-I4f transition falls between the two subarrays. 
This situation is thus somewhat different from that encountered in the 
same isoelectronic sequences for the rare-earths. Nevertheless, mixing of 
the arrays is strong and also causes the quenching of the long wavelength 
side of the arrays. This is shown in Fig. I where ab-initio computations of 
the 4p64dn-[4p54dw1+4p64dn-I4f] transition are given as synthetic plots for 
Rul-like (n=8) and Srl-like (n=2) tungsten. These plots show that the 
mean wavelength of the bulk of the transition intensity remains between 
45 and 50& even though some weaker lines appear for the Srl-like 
spectrum at longer wavelength. Computations performed for all the 
ionization states, n = 9 to n = I, using UTA model and quenching formulae 
show the same results. This strong effect of configuration mixing should 
be included in the intensity model for diagnostic application proposed by 
Cowan [12] based on the intensity ratio between the central 4d-4f array 
and the two 4d-4p adjacent subarrays. 

For W XXXlX to W XXXXIV, the ground state is 4s24pn (n=6 to I). The 
resonance transition is 4 ~ ~ 4 p " - [ 4 ~ 4 p ~ + ~ + 4 ~ * 4 p ~ - ~ 4 d ] .  Mixing between the 
two upper configurations is expected to be strong. But since the 
transitions are simpler, full calculations in intermediate coupling using 
the RELAC code were performed. 

Examples of results are given in table I. For W XXlV and W XXXlV the 
mean wavelength of the transition computed with the UTA model is given. 
In the two other cases the most intense line of the transition is given. 



These results, representative of all the computations for W XXIV to 
W XXXXIV, show that for all the ionization stages involved, the strong lines 
fall in a small range between 46 and 51a. Table I gives also the results 
for Au showing the same trend. 

W XXXI 

a) (4P64de-4p64d74f] + (4p64d8- 4p54d9) t) 4p64de-(4~54d9+4~64d74f 

A ( X )  
W XXXVII 

Fiaure I 
Synthetic spectra of the computed arrays for W XXXI (a,c) and W XXXVll 
(b,d); a,b - superposed arrays, c,d - mixed arrays 

TABLEl 
Transition Ion 1 (A) Ion x(A) 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
4d'04f5-4d94f6 W XXlV 50.114 AuXXlX 43.61 8 
4p64d5-[4p54d6+4p64d44f] W XXXlV 50.565 AU XXXlX 43.956 
4p6-4p51,24dw W XXXIX 46.061 Au XXXXlV 37.839 

4p 1 1 2 - ~ ~ 3 / 2  WXXXXlV 47.417 AuXXXXlX 38.601 

IV. Conclusions 
The remarkable wavelength constancy of the strong emission band 

emitted by tungsten plasma in the 48-53A range as observed from various 
sources [3, 4, 131, under different conditions, is explained by the present 
calculations, which show that, for about twenty ionization states, the 
mean wavelength of the resonance transition remains in a very small 
wavelength range. This is in part due to the strong configuration mixing in 
configurations involving 4d open shell [2,9] which causes no appreciable 
change of the mean wavelength from 4d-4f transitions (in 4dn or 4fn ground 
configuration ions) to 4p-4d transitions (in 4pn ground configuration ions). 
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